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Editorial
From Bob Lucas . . .
Publications often use combinations of letters from the
Latin alphabet to signify values. In accord with this
practice, Volume “XX” signifies the twentieth year
which an AC&YHS News magazine has been published.
Most will agree that is quite an accomplishment!

http://www.acyhs.org
Front cover: AC&Y 3887, a 50’ single-sheathed auto car,
was at Chicago in April 1961. Built in June 1930 for the
SL-SF, two-hundred one ex-Frisco auto cars were leased in
1959 by the AC&Y in both single and double door
configurations; also, retaining the signature “A” end auto
doors. All the cars were off the AC&Y roster after 1973.
Rail Data Service, Bob Lucas
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Serving as Publications Editor for many of those years, I
recall the print shop owner who produced our first issue,
(Vol. I – No. 1) questioning what we could possibly find
to present in the next issue. Evidently, he was neither a
rail historian nor familiar with the AC&Y. That begs the
question “how much knowledge is too much”?
Since establishment in 1993, our “standard” has been to
provide any and all information related to a subject.
Years ago, relevant AC&Y information of any type was
difficult to locate. The Society Archive did not exist.
AC&Y documents were held in Roanoke by Norfolk
Southern with the exception of nominal records at the
University of Akron Archive and private collections.
The internet had not come of age. The only credible
sources were model railroad magazines, a few railroad
books, local libraries, Moody’s Manual, ORER’s and
personal recollections, often fraught with inaccuracies.
It was not unusual to find conflicting information, even
when the source was the AC&Y Railroad itself.
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The focus of this issue is the 201 former SL-SF 50-foot
auto cars leased by the AC&Y in 1959. Pertinent to the
topic is the development of the auto car, the western
railroads’ preference for single-sheathed versions and
examination of the particular cars built by the Frisco.
With the advent of the internet and access to modern
mostly reliable information sources, we now can present
a comprehensive history of these interesting freight cars.
Note: We plan to publish a new “ACY Modeler” with
tips in replicating the prototype AC&Y auto cars in HO
and N-scale to using commercially available kits.

Society Book
From the Publications Editor . . .
In early April Morning Sun Books released of our much
anticipated AC&Y-A&BB publication, the culmination
of a two year effort by a dedicated team of AC&YA&BB enthusiasts. The book is available with a prearranged AC&YHS discount through Chuck Macklin at
www.railroadbooks.biz. Morning Sun books are held
to the highest standards. All will be thrilled with the
128-page publication outlining the compelling history of
the AC&Y and A&BB supported by numerous neverseen-before color images. Many gratifying comments
and reviews have been received to date.

AC&Y’s 50’ SingleSheathed Auto Cars

Above: AC&Y’s second 3616, formerly an SL-SF single-sheathed auto boxcar, came from lessor A.A. Morrison. It
replaced a leased PS-1 steel 50-foot boxcar of the same number, destroyed in an accident on the NYC in June 1958. The
“new” AC&Y 3616 was pictured in June 1959 after reconditioning by the St. Louis Refrigerator Company. AC&Y liked
what it saw, taking delivery of a total 201 ex-Frisco 50’ auto cars under separate leases from three lessors in 1959.
AC&Y 3616 and one other ex-Frisco car were still on the active roster in January 1973. Society Archive Collection

Evolution of the Auto Box Car

G

eneral purpose boxcars of 36-feet inside length were
prevalent before the advent of World War I, though
much larger cars up to 60’ had been built for low density
freight such as furniture and barrels (cooperage).
The rapid expansion of automobile and truck production
in the early 1920’s necessitated construction of bigger
specialized freight cars for set up (finished) automobile
and parts shipments. These cars featured extra wide side
door openings and often end doors to accommodate motor
trucks, farm implements, machinery or other items that
could not be easily be loaded through the side doors.

Above: Built in 1912, AC&Y’s first boxcars were 36-foot
wood cars of double-sheathed construction with a deep
“fishbelly” steel under frame. Bob Lucas Collection

Above: Union Pacific’s Class A-50-4 was an early design, the first all-steel 50-foot auto car ever constructed. A total of
600 prototypes with radial roofs and “A” end doors were built for UP in 1914 and transferred to subsidiary Oregon Short
Line in 1919. Stringer pockets on the sides folded down to carry a second deck. The cars were leased to GTW during
World War II, later returned to the UP. They ran into the 1950’s. The model is a Westerfield kit. Bob Lucas Collection
Before WW-I, the railroads and car builders experimented
with auto car designs in an effort to capture lucrative and
rapidly emerging automotive trade. The bigger railroads,
namely the Union Pacific, Pennsylvania and New York
Central, were the early pioneers. While some 50-foot cars
were built, most early prototypes were 40-foot doublesheathed wood body cars of 40 or 50-ton nominal capacity
and auxiliary side doors supplementing the main door.

Above: SOU 161143 is an example of a 40-foot doublesheathed auto car, here in 1948. Steam-era Freight Cars

Though there was no official standard design for singlesheathed auto cars, an informal consensus had emerged by
the late 1920’s. Similar cars were built for a number of
different railroads. The typical auto car had steel side
framing in the form either of Howe trusses with Z-bars or
of Pratt trusses with pressed steel hat sections. Ends were
steel of 3/3/3 Dreadnaught or inverse Dreadnaught pattern,
while roofs were generally either of Hutchins or radial
steel design. Many cars had Dreadnaught end doors.
Some railroads purchased both end door and non-end door
cars that were otherwise identical. Double side doors,
usually corrugated steel, provided staggered openings of
12-feet or more in width. K-type air brakes were standard
equipment and most cars had geared Ajax hand brakes or
similar design. Trucks were mostly ARA cast steel. The
tallest of these big auto cars were as much as 10’-0”
inches high inside, in contrast to the 8’-6” to 9’-0” inside
height typical of late 1930’s plain box cars.

AC&Y’s Auto Shipments

The 50-foot Auto Box Car

W

hile 50-foot cars of composite single-sheathed
(steel framing with wood siding) and all-steel
construction were built before WW-I, large numbers
began to appear throughout the 1920’s. The Pennsylvania
and New York Central, the country’s two largest railroads,
both acquired sizeable fleets of steel-sheathed auto cars.
Several other lines in the Northeast bought similar cars.
They were almost always supported by deep “fish belly”
center sill under frames. And, due to the longer span
between 50-foot truck centers, they sometimes had lower
side sill reinforcements below the door way.

n the early 1920’s, having absorbed the Northern Ohio
Railway, AC&Y began installing auto unloading ramps
at rural locations west of Akron. These were simple
wooden affairs, some capable of handling auto cars with
end doors. While termed auto unloading platforms, no
doubt trucks and farm machinery were also handled. Most
of the platforms, however, were retired in the late 1930’s.

I

Elsewhere steel sheathing was not widely accepted, due to
its higher initial cost and the greater difficulty of repair in
the rudimentary car shops of that era. Apart from the
northeastern “steel belt” railroads, composite construction
became the norm. A few major railroads such as Santa
Fe, Northern Pacific, Rio Grande and Southern were not
single-sheath advocates and continued to specify double
wood sheathing over steel framing well into the 1920’s.
In due course, experience confirmed that single-sheathed
composite cars could be made as durable and weather
tight as double-sheathed designs with less dead weight.
Nearly all new 50-foot automobile box cars were singlesheathed until about 1931. After this date, almost all box
and automobile cars built were steel-sheathed, though the
western railroads continued to favor wood siding, also
specifying small end doors for long lumber loads. A
factor in the widespread adoption of all-steel construction
in the 1930’s was cost. The wood utilized for freight car
fabrication had become scarce and expensive while steel
was lower due to the Depression. Railroad car shops had
also evolved in their ability to repair steel cars.
Meanwhile, the American Railway Association (ARA)
settled on a standard steel boxcar design adopted in 1932.
Painstakingly tested, the 1932 ARA boxcar design was
immediately produced by the major car builders.
Relatively few new freight cars were built in the early
1930’s, but those constructed were predominately 50-foot
auto cars. This is attributed to development of the Evans
auto loading rack which nearly doubled the number of
vehicles that could be transported. Previously, set-up
autos could only be floor loaded. The Evans loaders
required an interior height of at least 10-feet. For the
eastern railroads, taller cars were limited by clearance
restrictions. Railroads that did not have tall auto cars were
forced to either purchase new ones or rebuild older cars.
The SL-SF (Frisco), ATSF, MP and other western roads
who already had large 50-foot fleets simply modified their
existing single sheathed cars. In 1959, AC&Y became the
beneficiary of Frisco’s late 1930’s auto car rebuilds.

Above: The Northern Ohio did employ an unloading
ramp at Medina, here in 1918. Society Archive Collection

Above: About 1965, a rudimentary ramp was constructed
at the east end of Brittain yard for TOFC, postal truck and
B&W machinery shipments. Bob Lucas
While AC&Y originated substantial tire, tube and wheel
rim (auto parts) carloads, it is unclear if automobile or
truck shipments were originated or terminated. No final
assembly plants existed in the Akron area or elsewhere on
the AC&Y. However, year 1955-56 traffic data lists
vehicle shipments, both finished and knocked down (KD)
autos, an average 300 and 50 annual carloads respectively.
KD autos are unassembled cars, typically boxed for
export. There were also 25 carloads average of military
vehicles business. Most likely the AC&Y participated in
these shipment routings as an overhead carrier.
In a mid-1960’s effort to regain Goodyear T&R traffic lost
to truck, a multi-purpose ramp was built at the east end of
Brittain yard. Modest TOFC business was originated in
1965-66 in addition to reported shipments of postal trucks
on flatcars from Fageol-Twin Coach of Kent, Ohio.

SL-SF (Frisco)’s 152,000-series 50-foot Auto Cars

Above: Seen in 1939, SL-SF 152805 is one of the three hundred 50-foot single sheathed automotive cars built by General
American Car for the Frisco in June 1930. Declared obsolete and surplus in the late 1950’s, two hundred one former
Frisco auto cars would find new homes on the AC&Y. Joe Collias photo, Courtesy Tom Davidson and Keith Robinson

A

s outlined earlier, to meet demands of a strong
national economy throughout the 1920’s, thousands
of 50-foot auto cars were built. In particular, the railroads
west of the Mississippi, who generally had lighter weight
freight to service added the majority these big freight cars
to their rosters, an estimated 20,000 from 1920 to 1930.
Not all auto cars were considered general service freight
cars, designation “XM”. Depending on configurations
and usage, many were given alternative AAR car type
abbreviations, often assigned to specific automotive plant
equipment pools where they cycled in closed loops. Many
parts plants shipped components (engines, transmissions,
body metal, etc.) in specialized racks which remained with
the assigned auto parts cars; in other words, the cars
returned empty to the origin plant with empty racks. In
1942, these designations were “XAP” or “XAF” (auto
parts) and “XA”, “XAB” or “XAR” (finished autos). The
Missouri Pacific (MP or MOPAC), who served online
auto plants in Kansas City and elsewhere, deployed much
of their auto fleet in this manner.
Railroads were also obligated to contribute pro rata shares
of rail equipment to off-line roads based on their plant
participation. It would not be uncommon to find large
numbers of ATSF, UP, MP, SP, T&P, WP ownership cars
at Detroit area auto plants, for example. This practice
continues today, though the multi-level auto rack has
replaced auto box cars for vehicle shipments and 60-foot
high roof cars plus 86-foot high cubes for auto parts.

In June 1930, the St.Louis-San Francisco Railroad (SL-SF
or Frisco) obtained three-hundred double door auto cars in
series 152600-152899. They were among the last 50-foot
composite (wood w/steel frame) auto cars constructed.
All were built by General American Car of Chicago and
were given AAR designation “XA”. They had an inside
length of 50'-6", inside height of approximately 10'-2" and
inside width of approximately 8'-1". Early listings in the
Official Railway Equipment Registers (ORERs) show a
capacity of 4607 cubic feet. Overall height was 14'-11”
over the top of the brake wheel and 14'-10" over the top of
the running board. The hand brake was an Ajax design.
By 1934, the same dimensions were listed, though the
capacity was shown as 4650 cubic feet. The staggered
Youngstown double side doors had an off-center opening
12'-1" wide by 9'-9" high. The cars also had Dreadnaught
auto doors on the "A" end with an opening 9'-0" wide
by 9’-11" high.
The roof was a radial design and trucks were Bettendorf
(Scullin Company) with Barber lateral motion devices.
Construction featured the Howe design (inward-facing)
with rolled steel Z-brace framing covering eleven sections.
One hundred cars would later be retrofitted with Evans
auto loaders (two types). Except for addition of schedule
AB airbrakes and metal running boards, two hundred cars
remained unmodified and retained their original numbers
throughout their SL-SF careers.

Summary of AC&Y's ex-Frisco Auto Cars
AC&Y
Series

Second
3616

37503849

38503874

38753926

Total
Cars

Frisco Series

Auto
Loaders

1

Various
renumbered
as SL-SF
152505152574

Yes Evans
Type T-D

100

25

52

39273949

23

Total

201

SL-SF 152626152899

SL-SF 152626152899

Various
renumbered
as SL-SF
152505152574
Various
renumbered
as SL-SF
152600152624

No

No

Yes Evans
Type T-D

Yes Evans
Type T-C

Inside
Length

50' 6"

50' 6"

50' 6"

50' 6"

50' 6"

Inside
Height

10'-8"

10'-2"

10'-2"

10'-8"

10'-2"

Nominal
CAPY

Circa
AC&Y

Builder /
Rebuilders

Side
Doors
(while
AC&Y)

Notes

4902 CUF
50-ton

1959
to
1973

General
American,
SL-SF,
St. Louis
Refrigerator

Single
steel
door
8'-8"
opening

Built 1930,
ex-SLSF,
replacement
car, lessee
A.A. Morrison

4642 CUF
50-ton

1959
to
1970

General
American,
SL-SF,
St. Louis
Refrigerator

Double
steel
door
12'-1"
opening

Built 1930,
ex-SLSF,
lessee
Oklahoma
Leasing

4642 CUF
50-ton

1959
to
1970

General
American,
SL-SF,
St. Louis
Refrigerator

Double
steel
door
12'-1"
opening

Built 1930,
ex-SLSF,
lessee Purdy
Company

9'-1"

4902 CUF
50-ton

1959
to
1973

9'-1"

4663 CUF
50-ton

1959
to
1971

General
American,
SL-SF,
St. Louis
Refrigerator
General
American,
SL-SF,
St. Louis
Refrigerator

Single
steel
door
8'-8"
opening
Single
steel
door
8'-8"
opening

Inside
Width

9'-1"

8'-11"

8'-11"

Built 1930,
ex-SLSF,
lessee A.A.
Morrison
Built 1930,
ex-SLSF,
lessee A.A.
Morrison

Above: A total of 125 unmodified SL-SF double door cars were leased by the AC&Y, placed in the 3750-3874 series
after reconditioning. AC&Y 3819 was photographed in 1967 with simple reporting marks. Michael Bradley Collection

Above: In 1959, one-hundred twenty-five unmodified SL-SF cars became AC&Y 3750-3874. The Frisco diagram and
circa 1954 photo of SL-SF 152812 correspond to AC&Y double door cars 3819, 3753, 3755 and 3808. AC&Y deployed
them in general unassigned service (XM marked). These durable and economical cars were favored by the Akron rubber
customers for tire and wheel rim loading. The door placard above reads “load from this side only”. Bob’s Photo

Above: AC&Y 3753 is another unmodified double door car, here at Fayetteville, North Carolina in April 1960. There is
no evidence that AC&Y heralds were ever applied. Chet McCoid photo, Bob’s Photo, Tom Davidson Collection

Above: AC&Y 3755 (or 3855) was involved in an August 1965 C&NW mishap at Downers Grove, Il. Marty Bernard

Above: AC&Y 3808 is on the Brittain clean out track after being sent home for repair in April 1966. Tom Davidson

Above: AC&Y 3930 from the 3927-3949 series was a single-door conversion. Paul Dunn, Rich Burg Collection
Sometime after July 1934 and before January 1938, cars
152600-152624 (25 total) were equipped with Evans auto
loaders. The inside dimensions were unchanged, but the
new inside height with racks stowed was now 9'-7". The
new capacity was 4663 cubic feet with auto racks in use
and 4415 cubic feet stowed. The side doors were greatly
enlarged with a new opening 15'-0" wide by 9'-9" high.

Between January 1953 and January 1956, these cars were
renumbered as SL-SF 152575-152599. In 1959, twentythree of the cars were leased to AC&Y in series 39273949. The doorway was converted to accommodate a
single 8’-8” wide by 10’-1” tall side door, centered to
meet the AC&Y’s needs by removing the auxiliary door.
The change is visible in the photos of car 3930 and 3943.

Above: Single door car AC&Y 3943 is bad ordered for an obvious coupler repair. Bob Lucas Collection

Above: Numbers 3911 and 3906 are representatives of AC&Y series 3927-3949. They were not only taller than the two
other series, but also had a greater cubic capacity at 4902 cuf. Courtesy Rail Data Services and Bob’s Photo
Sometime after July 1934 and before January 1942, an
additional group of seventy cars with various numbers in
the SL-SF 152625-152899 series were also retrofitted with
Evans auto racks. For this group, the roof was raised 6".
The new inside height with racks in use was 10'-8" and
stowed it was 9'-4". The Evans type TD racks were
different from those installed on SL-SF 152600-152624 as
3" more space was required in the stowed position. The
cars’ new capacity was 4902 cubic feet and 4281 cubic
feet with racks stowed. These cars also had their double
doors enlarged with a new opening size of 15'-0" wide
by 9'-9" high. The side door height was not increased by
6" to match the new roof height.

The dimensions of the end doors remained unchanged.
The new overall height was 15’-4" over the top of the steel
running board. Sometime after January 1953 and before
January 1956, these cars were renumbered into their own
series, SL-SF 152505-152574.
Declared surplus, 24 of the seventy ex-Frisco cars were
converted to single door cars, given new 8’-8” wide by
10’-1” tall side doors and installed on the roster as AC&Y
3616 and 3927-3949. Five photos of this series show
these modifications. These larger cars had the most
longevity on the AC&Y with nineteen still in service ten
years after the lease was executed in 1959.

Above: Appearing are three more single door cars from AC&Y series 3927-3949. Bob Lucas Collection, Paul Dunn
from Rich Burg Collection, R.C. Feld from John C. La Rue Collection

AC&Y 50' Single Sheath Auto Car Retirements (Lease Returns)
AC&Y
Series
3616
3750-3874
3875-3926
3927-3949
Total

Doors Capacity

Single
Double
Single
Single

4902 Cuf
4642 Cuf
4902 Cuf
4663 Cuf

ORER (Official Equipment Register) Dates
Jul60
1
125
52
22
200

Oct62
1
125
51
22
199

Apr64
1
125
51
22
199

Jul67
1
83
51
21
156

Jan68
1
68
50
20
139

Oct69
1
20
45
19
85

Jan70
1
3
7
4
15

Jan71
1
0
3
1
5

Apr72
1
0
1
0
2

Jan73
1
0
1
0
2

NOTES:
(a) Single door cars 3616, 3875-3926 and 3927-3949 were owned and leased from Manufacturers & Transit Trust
Company of Buffalo, New York through A.A. Morrison of Buffalo. A.A. Morrison would later be acquired by North
American Car. The number 3616 lease was dated 3-1955 thru 6-1970; cars 3875-3949 dated 8-1959 thru 12-69.
(b) Double door cars 3750-3849 were owned and leased from Lincoln National Life Insurance Company of Fort Wayne,
Indiana through the Oklahoma Leasing Company. The lease was dated 3-1959 thru 6-1969.
(c) Double door cars 3850-3874 were owned and leased by the Central Life Assurance Company of Des Moines, Iowa
through the Purdy Company. The lease was dated 2-1959 thru 3-1967.
It is astonishing that freight cars built in 1930 would still
remain in service forty years after they were constructed.
Deployed primarily for tire and wheel rim traffic from
Akron based rubber plants, their durability is a credit to
their single-sheathed design. As unassigned cars, they
could be utilized in any freight service, however.

The first car retired was AC&Y 3937 in 1960. The fleet
was intact through 1962 except for cars 3937 and 3924.
Other cars off-lease by the end of 1966 included 3765,
3795, 3800, 3802, 3813, 3817, 3822, 3824, 3832, 3848,
3857, 3859, 3865, 3948, 3849, 3874 and 3948. The above
summary provides car counts through January 1973.

Above: Single door car AC&Y 3885 offers a good view of the “A” end auto door. Bob Lucas Collection

